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IT’S A POWERFUL QUESTION
Yet it is so easy for us to focus on the
day to day things that get our attention.
”What needs to get done?” “Who’s going
to do it?” “When are we going to finish
it?” Yet these last three questions are
pervasive in our Get Things Done world.
Yes, focusing on results is important. But
often, we get sucked into the ‘swirling
vortex of entropy’ (to quote Sheldon
Cooper). This vortex – sometimes known
as our daily life – keeps us in a tactical
frame of mind and away from the bigger
picture. And this tactical way of being
keeps us thinking about being efficient
(doing things right).
“Why?” is the question that gets us above
tactical thinking. It enables us to see the
bigger picture, root causes (vs. effects) –
the forcing functions that get us to where
we are – in spite of our best efforts. Asking
“Why?” enables us to think strategically,
and about being effective (doing the right
things).

of ‘while’. “How can we accomplish more,
while spending less?” This notion of ‘while’
frees our minds to be more creative, look
at alternate possibilities, and be open to
change. The notion of ‘while’ forces us to
think about why we’re doing anything in
the first place. Significantly higher Returns
on Investment can result. All because we
ask ourselves “Why?”
The folks at eROI asked several thoughtleaders to share their “Why?” moments.
What ensues is an occasion for reflection
and introspection. What ensues is a way
for you to determine what your “North
Star” is. Where you’re headed – and why.
If this book gets you thinking about why
you’re doing what you’re doing, and helps
you capture the essence of why you’re
where you are… and what you can achieve
in the future, then you’ll experience an
‘Ah-ha’ moment that could transform your
business, your ‘situation’ and your life.

Only when we take a strategic perspective Ask “Why?”, determine your North Star
can we create situations using the notion and change your life!

MARK PAUL
Serial entrepreneur, consultant/interim executive and author of
“The Entrepreneur’s Survival Guide”. // www.synergy-usa.com

ASKING WHY
IS NOT EASY
BUT IT IS
CRITICAL

RYAN BUCHANAN

FOCUS ON OUR CORE AS A DIGITAL AGENCY
I’ve had two supremely pivotal “why”
moments in my journey starting eROI and
then again in 2010, two years ago, taking
the company in a new direction that was
more true to ourselves and our core.
I started eROI with an entrepreneur’s
desire to create something from nothing.
The importance of timing was not lost
on me either—we were one of the first
digital marketing agencies in the country
that really focused on email marketing,
micro-sites, and web campaigns. In the
beginning we grew 720% and earned a
spot as an Inc. 500 company.

I realized that trying to do two things at
once was not sustainable. We needed
focus. eROI needed to get back to our
core as a digital agency doing what
we do best—creating stunning digital
marketing programs where creative drives
performance. So I asked myself “Why not
partner with the best software companies
around, freeing my staff to focus on our
core as a digital agency?”
This why moment was a harsh realization
for me, but also the most powerfully
positive moment in my career because
it brought about real change. It meant
admitting that one path failed. It meant
persevering through a lot of people
on the sidelines saying “I told you so.”
And that ‘why moment’ has led eROI to
a phenomenal team who blows-away
clients with strategic thinking, creativity,
execution, and dedication to smashing
records and driving results for our clients.

Asking why lead me to the realization
that it was the unique balance we had
achieved with eROI that was responsible
for the success—helping clients grow their
topline revenue AND have a positive brand
impact through compelling creative. This
convinced me that we could be an agency
and a software company at the same time.
So, we set out to provide marketers with Asking yourself “Why” is not easy but it’s
a software platform for email, social, and absolutely critical to keep everyone on
SMS mobile.
your team aligned towards a shared goal.
I don’t know where I’d be now if I never
My second why moment came after a few asked “Why.”
years of testing that theory, in 2010.

LEARN MORE ABOUT RYAN
CEO at eROI, INC. // www.eROI.com
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ALIGN
STRATEGY
+ TACTICS
WITH
FOCUS

JOHN TORTORICI

A MORE USER-FRIENDLY WAY TO AUTOMATE
One of the biggest for me was when I was
presented with the opportunity in 1983
to raise money for my young software
company by “taking it public.” At the
time I had an idea of what that meant
but really no grasp of what would be
involved after we closed the deal. We had
developed unique software to address the
needs of a blood bank collection center
as well as a hospital laboratory’s blood
transfusion service. The unique part was
the use of a very new technology here to
fore unused in hospitals—the personal
computer running in a local area network
connected to the main hospital systems.

idea public. We offered a simple nonthreatening approach to automating a
paper intensive process and it caught on
like wildfire. Building a business that went
from eight employees to 75 in ten years
while reporting to public shareholders was
daunting. Along the way we all learned
about aligning strategy and tactics while
staying focused on our market. The best
advice I received was don’t be a software
company chasing a sale, instead chase a
market.

The upshot of that advice was to create
mechanisms to allow users of the software
to drive the ongoing enhancements and
The why moment was grasping the notion functionality. A process that worked very
that the medical community at the time well as it aligned users, developers and
was starving for a more user friendly way customer service staff to the same goals.
to automate their operations taking that

LEARN MORE ABOUT JOHN
Executive Director at SOLV // www.solv.org
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HAVE THE
COURAGE
TO ASK WHY

DAVE MILLER

COVER ALL FORMS OF RECREATION
My “why moment” was in 1996. During the
summer of 1995 I was exposed to a golf
discount program that was marketed to
employers as a company/employee perk
that provided discount greens fees and
discounted lessons to select golf courses
and teaching facilities across the county.
Even though I liked golf I asked myself why
there wasn’t a program that covered all
forms of recreation and not just golf. After
all many people love the game of golf, but
just as many will never swing a club in their
lives because it’s of no interest to them
and therefore that golf specific program
only engaged golfers and want-to-be
golfers, all “other” employee interests
were ignored. So in 1996 I began building
a network of businesses across many
categories (golf, yoga, health clubs, skiing,
martial arts, white water rafting, etc.) that
all focused on recreational endeavors.

network would offer special discounts to
members of our newly created LifeBalance
Program. Today the LifeBalance network
spans over 10,000 businesses across 70+
categories of recreation and the program
is provided to over 500,000 members
spanning over 3,500 clients across seven
western states.

The LifeBalance Program was born in
1996 to encourage employees across
all industries to focus on active lifestyle
choices. This idea focused on helping
employees improve health, employers
improve company culture, and provide
members with options and outlets for
stress relief and to expose all members to
the variety of active lifestyle choices and
past times that exist, all while helping our
members save money in their individual
quests for wellness. Often times the why
question is why not and from there an
entrepreneurial spirit can take you places
My goal was to secure the various you never envisioned, just because you
businesses, under contract, so all of the had the courage to ask why.
business in the newly created LifeBalance

LEARN MORE ABOUT DAVE
Co-Founder of the LifeBalance Program // www.lifebalanceprogram.com
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I’M A HUGE
ADVOCATE
OF
‘TRUSTING
YOUR GUT’

KATE ERTMANN
A HARDCORE EGO CHECK

My ‘why’ moment happened when I
embraced what I was good at and loved
to do - and separated that from what I
was good at and didn’t like to do. That’s a
hardcore ego check.

good at but didn’t enjoy doing—namely,
business development and sales. And by
doing all of this—we created our value
edge that is more authentic than I could
have ever imagined.

That meant that for the company, we
would produce 3D animations and visualizations that were heavy on the science
and math explanatory storytelling instead
of actively pursuing the highly competitive
but also highly subjective entertainment
storytelling. For me, that meant diving
into my love of structure and talent at
managing and growing relationships
to focus on our internal team and make
a sustainable and unique offering for
our clients that is beyond executing on
someone else’s needs; it also meant
hiring someone to do that thing that I was

I’m a huge advocate for ‘trusting your gut’.
Yes, yes, I know many people say that. But
what I mean is knowing when your gut
says “Holy crap, that’s making me really
uncomfortable and I don’t think I want to
do that.” as opposed to your gut saying
“No, that’s bad. That’s not going to work.”
—knowing the difference between being
uncomfortable with moving forward, as
opposed to feeling like something Bad is
going to happen, are two distinct feelings.
And many times that feeling can be the
definition of your Why Moment.

LEARN MORE ABOUT KATE
CEO of Animation Dynamics, Inc. // www.animationdynamics.com
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WHY
HELPED US
ADD A NEW
DIMENSION
TO OUR
SERVICES

EILEEN BOERGER

THE EVOLUTION OF WHY OVER TIME
First, back in 2004, we had a Project
Services Division that was focused on
development projects primarily for IT
departments. The nature of the work was
one-time finite projects which was very
typical of a project services business. I
asked “Why” and came to the conclusion
that we needed to build an annuity-based
business and change not only the nature
of the business but the name of the
business. That was when Agilis Solutions
was born and was primarily focused on
Independent Software Vendors (ISVs).
We now have clients who renew their
contracts with us annually and have been
with us for several years.

that both services were taking on the
characteristics of commodity services.
I asked “Why” again and came to the
conclusion that we needed to leverage
our software development expertise by
offering consulting services. That was
when our “Path to ...” consulting services
were born (e.g., Path to Mobile, Path to
Cloud, and our latest offering Path to
Business Intelligence). These services
have added a new dimension to our
services and has allowed us to penetrate
our markets even further and build a much
stronger partner network.

Second, approximately three years ago,
our services included: technical staffing
and software development outsourcing.
At that time, it was becoming very clear

LEARN MORE ABOUT EILEEN
CEO of CorSource Technology Group, Inc. // www.corsource.com
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THE
ANSWER
WAS IN THE
QUESTIONS

DAVID KERTZNER

CHANGE THE QUESTIONS AND ACT
For the first few years of my life as school
teacher-turned-corporate language training consultant, I asked myself regularly
how I needed to ‘be’ in order to ‘be’ a
business person. What image did I need
to project? How did I need others to see
me if I wanted to succeed?
One day, sitting in my ProActive English
office space subleased from a growing
global training and consulting company
with ‘real’ business people, one of the cofounders walked by my 150 sq foot area
and asked how it was going. I gave my
usual tepid response of the time, sharing
a few small successes and giving clear
signals that I was not moving forward
with clarity or zing. He asked with a
consultant’s laser-like focus-on-the-rightquestion, ‘Where’s the bottleneck?’ In
other words, ‘Why are you stuck?’
In that moment, though I did not trust
him enough to utter my response aloud, I
knew that the answer was in the questions
I was asking. For it turned out that as long
as the answers led me to be someone else
as a business person and figure out from

there the image my small company would
project, I was not going to move forward
with a sense of clarity and ownership.
I changed my questions and started acting
on the answers:
+ What do I do? I help business
professionals communicate in English.
+ How do I do it? I build trusting
relationships and find creative training
solutions to meet each context.
+ Why do I do it? Because it lights me
up and where there is light, I can see
the way.
Armed with energy and a sense of
purpose, I started moving forward. The
10 years since that brief interaction have
still not been easy oftentimes, but neither
have they been difficult enough to stop
me. Since that ‘why’moment, ProActive
English has conducted and managed
training in Asia, Europe and around the
U.S.

LEARN MORE ABOUT DAVID
Managing Director of Proactive English // www.proactive-english.com
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WHY DO
WE DO IT
THAT WAY?

ALISHA RUNCKEL

WE’VE MADE DRASTIC UPDATES
As a strictly e-commerce and catalog
company, our customers don’t get to enjoy
the typical buying process that most brick
and mortar consumers do. While this is
becoming more and more common these
days, when your primary demographic is
over 60 years old, it becomes significantly
harder to get them to pull the trigger on
a product they’ve never actually seen or
touched. After a few years of struggling
sales, I was brought on to “turn the ship
around”.
The most memorable “why moment” for
me was the reflection that came about
after taking the job. I spent probably two
months getting to know our customers
and finding out what their pain points
were with our website, or our company
in general. Essentially, I was asking “why

don’t they like us?” When I took their
feedback to our site, I started to see so
many things that we could be doing
better. From there, I had my second “why
moment”.
I started asking a very simple question
to my associates: “Why do we do it that
way?” For every question that didn’t have
a viable answer, we changed. Since last
January, we’ve made drastic updates to
our processes, our website, and the way
that we interact with our customers. The
changes have paid off. Our profitability is
up, our NPS rating is significantly higher,
and our customer base continues to grow.
I’m so lucky to work with such a flexible,
enthusiastic team who genuinely want to
make our customers’ experiences better.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ALISHA
Marketing Director at Crafts Americana // www.alisharunckel.com
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OUR
SOLUTIONS
FOCUSED
ON THE
BEST OF
BOTH
WORLDS

KEN LEVY

HAVE A BETTER SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
WHY don’t more companies take
everything they know about me and
personalize my experience with their
brand? Like the salesman at Nordstrom
who knows what I’ve purchased in the past,
and is smart enough to show me what he
thinks I might buy on this trip. It all began
at a wedding. I was looking into business
models around data mining and intelligent
agents. During a conversation, a friend of
a friend said that Netflix had released 100
million movie ratings and was looking for
a better movie recommendation engine.
I immediately realized the opportunity,
entered the competition, and advanced
to the top 1.5% of 39,000 teams. I noticed
that the top teams were creating solutions
that were not economically viable, and
only the largest online retailers had
personalized product recommendations.
I thought to myself, “WHY can’t we provide
personalized product recommendations
to all retailers?
When we started 4-Tell, only the largest
online retailers, like Amazon, had product
recommendations (‘People who bought
this item, also bought these items’). Our
vision is to bring personalized product

recommendations to retailers of all
sizes, both online and in-store. We had
to ask ‘WHY can’t a midsize retailer use
existing technology’, and ‘how can we
make a solution that all retailers can use’?
Our initial answer was that we had to
keep the sales process, integration, and
maintenance simple. We then learned
that we also had to enable the retailer
to control the recommendations with
business rules, such as promote this item,
don’t recommend women’s clothing with
men’s clothing, and exclude specific
products. Our innovative solution focuses
on providing merchants the ‘best of both
worlds’, an intelligent and automated
solution which the retailer can control in
a self-service dashboard. It’s a complex
technology on the inside, but designed to
be simple on the outside. 4-Tell’s retailers
can take everything they know about a
shopper, and personalize the shopping
experience, helping their customers find
what they want, have a better shopping
experience and boost revenue all at the
same time. Now, we are focused on WHY
every retailer is not buying our solution,
with the goal to sell to more retailers.

LEARN MORE ABOUT KEN
CEO of 4-Tell // www.4-tell.com
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YOU NEED
MORE THAN
ONE TOOL
TO SOLVE A
VARIETY OF
PROBLEMS

LEIGH GILL

WHY DOES THE CLIENT NEED HELP?
I have always wanted to know the “how”
behind how things work—whether its
software talking to the database, or
scrambling eggs, I ask and read and learn
until I find out how.

from my experience in business, but it is
not commonplace in my new industry.

Law is a tool: it needs to be used to solve
a problem, but most practitioners never
seem to ask what the problem is. The only
When I worked in finance, I learned how tools most lawyers know are legal tools,
to explain the mechanics of financial and if you only have one tool its tough to
products, and when I worked in software solve a variety of problems.
I learned how to explain technology. So
when I decided study law it was with the Asking “why” meant I couldn’t fit in some
purpose of understanding “how” the law cushy big-firm job. Knowing I was not like
them, that I had to put the client first and
worked.
ask if there’s another solution, meant I had
There were other attorneys who, similarly, to find another way to practice. I found a fit
studied “how” the law worked. They at Immix Law where I’ve been able to put
applied their knowledge to identify laws, business-first into practice, with a project
regulations, and establishments that were based approach, not-to-exceed budgets,
important to know, but they never asked and a willingness to make decisions that
“why” and I quickly realized I was different are good for the client even if I’m talking
than they were.
myself out of a job.
My “why” moment came when I asked the
question: “why does the client need help?”.
This question was intuitive for me, coming

LEARN MORE ABOUT LEIGH
Attorney at Immex Law // www.immixlaw.com
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CLEARLY
DEFINE
YOUR WHY

KRISTINA MARSHALL

CRYSTAL-CLEAR VISION OF OUR PURPOSE
I had a very pivotal “Why” moment the
first quarter of this year (2013). Winning
Futures is an award-winning non-profit
organization and we empower youth to
succeed through mentoring and strategic
planning. We were founded in 1994 by an
amazing entrepreneur, Sam Cupp, who
had this unbelievable talent to create
enormous visions, build a team to drive it,
and then get out of their way to lead it. As
a high school senior in 1994, I was Sam’s
mentee and three years later he gave me
the opportunity to run the organization.
Along the way we grew from $150,000 to
$1.2M serving a total of 22,000 students.
As we evolved, so did our mission,
programs, and branding.

Last summer Sam unexpectedly died at
64 years old and it made our core team
start evaluating where we where and
what we were doing. During a branding
strategy session, the “Why” moment
happened when we realized we needed
to take our marketing language, branding,
and program expectations back to the
basics from when we started. We clearly
defined our why: every student deserves a
winning future. We took away all the fancy
language and layers of explanations. Now
all of us, staff, board, mentors, funders,
etc, have a crystal clear vision of our
purpose and it is has empowered all of us
to be more focused and succinct in all we
do.

LEARN MORE ABOUT KRISTINA
President & CEO or Winning Futures // www.winningfutures.org
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IT’S A
RELATIONSHIP
BUSINESS,
NOT A SALES
BUSINESS

STEVE POTESTIO

FAILURE HAS PREPARED ME FOR NOW
I’ve had a very checkered employment
career. At least when I was young. Looking
back, every single failure and success in
my career prepared me for now. Why can
not be traced to a single moment but is
the culmination of a series of moments
through the years. Ultimately the Why
is this….why can’t we create better work
environments, have better careers,
provide better opportunities for people
and do it through business that is rooted
in developing positive relationships in the
work place, instead of a company that is
driven through its industry’s historical and
structural orientation of sales, profits, and
viewing humans as a commodity?
I struggled to land a job in my field of
creative services out of college. Once I
finally did land a job in the creative field
I was on my way and eventually became
very successful in agency management.
But I had fits and starts too. Times of
unemployment, under-employment, bad

fits. Off and on during these times I worked
for staffing companies as a temp. Though
I was always placed, often multiple times
and had clients call and ask for me, I felt
commoditized.
Once I went to work for staffing agencies
on the other side, I understood why. I
WAS a commodity. I was due to be fired
from my first job in staffing business
development. I focused too much on
building relationships and not enough on
making quick sales, quick transactions.
Though my manager fought for my job,
she warned me and I left. I landed in
a one-desk staffing agency. Using my
relationship approach to understanding
the talent I represented and making good
fits with my clients, I grew the business
300% my first year without any sales
support. I knew I had found the secret.
It’s a relationship business, not a sales
business.

LEARN MORE ABOUT STEVE
Principal at Mathys+Potestio // www.mathys-potestio.com
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TALK
ABOUT THE
IMPORTANCE
OF OUR
LOCAL
ECONOMY

GINA RAU

LISTEN, LEARN, AND ABSORB
When I first moved to Oregon in 2000, I
managed the McDonald’s account for the
northwest. Within a few short months,
the Portland restaurants seemed under
attack by locals who shared strong anticorporate beliefs about this global brand,
extremists like the Earth Liberation Front
who were threatening the safety and lives
of McDonald’s employees, and our local
media who seemed more interested in
fueling this fire than reporting the facts.
Confused by these strong beliefs and
actions, the first question I asked was
“why”.
That one simple question set-off a series
of conversations with the communities
throughout Oregon to better understand
where these beliefs, opinions and thoughts
came from. We traveled across the state
to listen, learn and absorb all that people
would share with us. We gathered up all
that we heard, pulled data together from
multiple points, and developed our own
story that would dispel the myths. With

our story in hand, we went back on the
road to have more conversations. This
time, we were prepared with the facts and
could educate people in ways that were
believable, because we listened first. A
huge issue was that people believed that
all of the dollars spent at McDonald’s went
back to the global headquarters rather
than support our local economy. We were
able to share with them the significant
dollars that stay right here in Oregon
by these local Oregonian franchisees.
We talked about the impressive number
of people McDonald’s employs in our
communities. We told stories about the
Ronald McDonald Houses and how they
help families in their moment of need. We
told them that McDonald’s buys potatoes
and cucumbers and onions from Oregon
farmers. Because we asked “why” and
listened to Oregonians talk about the
importance of our local economy, we
were able to change perceptions and turn
around declining sales.

LEARN MORE ABOUT GINA
Marketing Communications Manager at Janrain // www.janrain.com
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MAKE
GREEN MORE
MAINSTREAM

KIRSTEN QUIGLEY

CHANGE BEHAVIORS ON A MASSIVE SCALE
As we discussed the market trends of
‘going green,’ we asked ourselves why
there wasn’t a better alternative to the
commonly used plastic bag. We heard a
statistic that ‘20 million plastic baggies
are thrown out everyday in school lunches
across the US’. Motivated by this waste—
and aware that we were part of the problem
with seven school-age kids between
us—we set out to find a good alternative
product or manufacturer a better one
ourselves. After months of research and a
few prototypes, we had pitched the idea
to several local schools and launched our
company, 3greenmoms, with a mission
to reduce plastic waste. Five years later,
we’ve grown from a two person company
selling online and in school fundraisers,
to a ten person company distributing
to more than 2,000 retailers in the US,
Canada, Europe, and Australia.
But with this growth came our second
big why moment. Up until very recently,
we had been manufacturing exclusively
in Pennsylvania and were very proud of
our ‘Made in USA’ status. We struggled
with the idea of producing overseas and
dismissed is for years. But the growing

trend toward trash-free lunch options had
caught the eye of big retailers like Target.
We asked ourselves, ‘Why partner
with Target? Why move a part of our
manufacturing
overseas?
Why
risk
alienating a core part of our customers
who are the true green base?’ And
when we dug deep, we realized that we
wanted to transcend being a niche-green
product and wanted to make green more
mainstream. In our minds, the best way to
achieve this was to partner with someone
like Target who could help us change
behaviors on a massive scale by making
LunchSkins affordable and accessible to
more families.
We are proud to be working with an
overseas partner—in addition to our
domestic one—who share our values and
high standards, and can help us innovate
as the marketplaces change and demand
waste-free products. We have grown up
a lot in five years and have many more
opportunities open to us now. Had we not
asked why, and pushed ourselves a bit, we
would never have been able to scale our
business to the level it is today and affect
change in a more significant way.

LEARN MORE ABOUT KIRTSEN
Co-Founder of 3GreenMoms // www.lunchskins.com
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I’VE NEVER
BEEN MORE
FULFILLED

KENT LEWIS

IN AN ELEVATOR IN DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
My why moment as an entrepreneur came
to me in an elevator in downtown Portland.
I had just been fired from an agency after
only six months, where I’d tripled my
team’s revenue. Realizing it was a cultural,
political, or relationship conflict and not
performance-based, I had sufficient selfesteem and motivation to go out on my
own for good. I realized before the elevator

doors opened on the ground floor that I
had the focus, clarity and drive I needed
to grow my own business. Special thanks
to my former managers for giving me
the final “push.” Since then, my digital
marketing agency, Anvil Media, has been
recognized as a Portland Business Journal
Fastest Growing Company 5 consecutive
years and I’ve never been more fulfilled.

LEARN MORE ABOUT KENT
CEO of Anvil Media // www.anvilmediainc.com
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BE MORE
RESOURCEFUL,
WORK HARD,
AND HOPE

BOB BUCHANAN

I DID NOT WANT TO DO ANYTHING ELSE
In my case a Why Moment has been
associated with a time that is not very
enjoyable. When things are going well, I
don’t tend to think about why.

back to ask myself why I was proceeding
the way I was, whom I was making such
extraordinary efforts for, and what were
the realistic prospects going forward.

One Why Moment I particularly remember
was during a long downturn in the
economy that had significantly impacted
the real estate market. I am a commercial
real estate developer in the Metropolitan
Washington D.C. area. Although I tend to
be fiscally conservative (and had built up
large reserves for the proverbial “rainy
day”), I was beginning to get concerned
about the growing dependency on those
reserves from my personal account in
order to make payroll and other occasional
costs. After enduring several months of
covering various revenue shortfalls this
way, I was about to write another large
personal check to my company when
the inner voice I had been ignoring for
quite some time would not be stilled. I
literally held the pen in my hand and sat

To my surprise, during that Why Moment
as I thought things through, I discovered
that I truly enjoyed what I was doing and
did not want to work on any Plan B or
change the way I was doing things. I was
proud of my employees and the company
we had built together, and I valued what
I had grown to be in my industry and
community. Not only did I not want to do
anything else, I did not know how to do
anything else half as well. In short, I told
myself I just had to be more resourceful,
work harder, and hope that nothing
unforeseen could wipe me out. Nothing
did. We survived and earned acclaim as
one of the few real estate development
companies that were able to keep all their
projects and grow well during the ensuing
years.

LEARN MORE ABOUT BOB
Chairman of 2030 Group // www.the2030group.com
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LEARNING
TO SAY NO

TYLER STENSON
QUALITY OVER QUANTITY

Well into my career and no resounding
victories to show for it, I started to get
tired. I had been playing anywhere and
everywhere for ten years on end and while
there were some really great moments
sprinkled in the mix, the majority were
the soul sucking, do-it-cause-you’resupposed-to, “exposure” gigs. Of course,
the question became, why are you putting
yourself through this grind?
With that I made a staunch New Years
resolution for quality over quantity. No
more grind. Sure, it hurt to turn down
money for simply strumming a guitar but
it was healing to know that each gig would
build me up, not tear me down.

is it a joy each and every time I pick up
that guitar but also, without a doubt, the
caliber of my gigs has increased ten-fold.
Yes, since asking “why” and thus making
the decision to be more selective, I’ve
experience the positive benefits of under
saturation, including a sold out show at
the Aladdin Theater, I’ve opened for Chris
Isaak, John Popper and Matisyahu,”
“I’ve played the Sundance Film Festival,
I’ve had songs on national commercials
and television shows and I’ve recently
been hand-selected to play The Outlaw
Roadshow at SxSW in Austin, TX, by my
biggest musical idol of all time, Adam
Duritz of Counting Crows.

Further, learning to say “no” has been big Safe to say, stopping to ask the question
for my confidence, as it has put the control “why” was monumental in the progression
back in my hands.
of my career. It caused me stop, disrupt
my comfort zone, readjust, evolve and
Though this seemingly slowed my ultimately to change directions – upward,
career for the short-term (playing less rather than blindly ahead.			
frequently), two years later, not only 						

LEARN MORE ABOUT TYLER
Singer & Musician // www.tylerstenson.com
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NO MATTER
WHAT IT’D BE
CHALLENGING

LINDA WESTON
TAKE THE LEAP

I had spent 17 years in the visitor industry. It
was a career that I loved, and one in which
I had significant professional standing---I
served on, and chaired, a number of state,
regional, and national boards, and was a
regular presenter at industry conferences.

a challenging and rewarding experience,
and that I would learn a lot.

Then one day I got a call from the founder
of a brand new, about to be launched,
women’s pro basketball league, which
was hoping to leverage the Olympic
success of the national women’s team. He
wanted to know if I would leave my job,
and become the General Manager for the
team they planned to put in Portland. I
was very tempted, since I have always
loved basketball, but walking away from
an established career was scary.

Being the GM for the Portland Power, was
a terrific experience for me. The league
ultimately did fail, although we were
very successful here in Portland. That
experience was great preparation to lead
OEN, and to work with entrepreneurs---I can really empathize with what they
go through to launch and grow their
companies. I’ve done it. I understand
what it’s like to scramble to hire key team
members who know how to do the things
you don’t know, the constant pressure to
raise money, figuring out how to market
your product, with hardly any marketing
dollars available, and being all in---making
personal and financial sacrifices, and
working unbelievably long hours. I learned
some great lessons---one of which was
to not be afraid to take that leap of faith.
I’m so glad I did, but it might not have
happened without that conversation with
my daughter, and the simple question she
asked me. That was definitely my “why”
moment.

I really agonized over the decision. Then,
one day I was talking about it with my
daughter, and she asked me the question,
“Mom, if you say yes, what’s the worst
that can happen?” My answer was “The
worst that can happen is that the league
fails, and I’m out of a job.” She just smiled
at me. And, that, was my “why” moment.
I knew that I could get another job, and
I didn’t want to look back and think to
myself, “I really wish I done that!” I knew
that no matter what happened, it would be

So, I took the leap of faith, accepted the
job, and gave my resignation to my board
of directors.

LEARN MORE ABOUT LINDA
President of Oregon Entrepeneurs Network // www.oen.org
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THE
PROVERBIAL
SECRET
SAUCE

HOWARD MANN
YOUR TURN

Six months after I sold my mid-sized
logistics business I found myself asking
why a lot.My business had struggled
through the previous recession and every
type of pain that comes with it.Why? Our
clients pushed down on our fees. Why? We
were losing business to larger competitors
that we knew we were better than. Why?
So many business owners go through
times of change and struggle and yet
nobody likes to talk about it. Why? We like
to project a sense that everything is fine
when it is not. Why? We lie to ourselves
about how bad things could be. Why? We
get so stuck inside the “hurricane” of our
business lives that we lack the perspective
that leads to making the best and boldest
action. Why?

somewhere along this ride/journey. I want
to know why. In the past 12+ years I have
focused my time on trying to help other
businesses never go what I went through.
This focus and purpose was fueled because
I asked why. Why did I go through all of the
pain, stress and worry. What did I learn?
Because, it turns out, what I experienced
is a greater cause of the success or failure
of every business than the marketing,
PR and sales efforts many think is the
proverbial “secret sauce.” When you get
straight about who you are as a business,
find the awesome in what you do and are
relentless building momentum around
exactly that you will win and endure. And
the first step in figuring it out is to ask,
over and over again, why.

These are the fundamental experiences
of every business as they move through
peaks and valleys, time of change and
times of fast growth. But many get stuck

It has changed my career and the
enjoyment I get from it. It has helped
me do the same for countless other
businesses. Your turn.

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOWARD
CEO of Brickyard Partners // www.brickyardpartners.com
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I HAVE
A NEED
TO BUILD
THINGS

MOLLY MOORE

MY PATH HAS BEEN THE RIGHT ONE
One of my why moments (or why not?)
moments came early on in my career. I had
a really stable job with Hewlett-Packard
and it was just after their merger with
Compaq. I had been taught by so many—
school counselors, mentors, etc.—that
you should go to work for a company and
stay there for several years to show your
loyalty and stability. But I was bored and
restless and unchallenged working in an
organization where I couldn’t make much
of an impact – and the incredible HP culture
was being taken over by Compaq. I took
a leap of faith—and a 50% pay cut—to go
to work for the Portland Business Alliance
to stand up an economic development
initiative focused on growing technology
business for our community. It was a risky
but amazing decision that led to so many
opportunities that I have benefited from
too many times to count throughout my
career. It was also when I began to realize
that I have a need to ‘build’ things—I am
really unsatisfied with execution alone
and need to be a part of the strategy and
creation.

Once I realized this I gave myself a break
and it allowed me to be more of a risk
taker and open to new opportunities. I
have jumped around a lot in my career—
and people have questioned me about
that. I have worked for really large
companies, local start-ups, non-profits,
the Governor’s office and others.
At
this stage in my life and career, I know
that the breadth of organizations and
roles I have taken on have made me a
better employee providing value to the
organizations I work for. I now have one
of the most challenging and rewarding
positions I’ve ever had—working for a
mid-sized company that is undergoing an
amazing transformation—and I couldn’t
be happier. I sometimes ask myself: Had I
stayed at Hewlett-Packard, where would I
be now? Would I have a bigger title, better
compensation? The answer really doesn’t
matter because I know my path has been
the right one for me.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MOLLY
Director of Corporate Marketing at Integra // www.integratelecom.com
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THE FIRST IN
MY FAMILY TO
STAY OUT OF
JAIL

MEGAN LEWIS

IT HAS NOT BEEN THE EASIEST PATH
My why moment came during my summer
internship in between two years of business
school. I applied to MBA programs with the
intention of bringing business expertise
back to the nonprofit sector, but decided
to pursue an internship in management
consulting to get exposure to an entirely
different world. I enjoyed the intellectual
challenges of the internship work, and was
consistently motivated and impressed by
the high caliber of everyone in the firm.
Nonetheless, when I asked myself WHY I
was there, the answer was simple – I made
more money in that one summer than I did
the entire previous year in my nonprofit
job.

When I reflected on how long I would
remain motivated by a comfortable salary,
I ultimately decided to return to where
my heart and passion remained—in the
nonprofit sector. While it has not been
the easiest path (and I often feel small
pangs of regret when my MBA friends
post pictures of their exotic worldwide
vacations on Facebook), I’m glad I asked
myself why during that internship. Any
time I hear one of the youth in our program
say “because of Friends of the Children I’m
the first in my family to stay out of jail and
go to college” I know that this is where I
was meant to be.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MEGAN
Director of Marketing at Friends of the Children // www.friendspdx.org
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KEEP
INNOVATING
TO KEEP IT
FRESH

BRIAN BAXTER

COINCIDENTALLY RYAN WAS THERE
My “why” moment was more of a “why
not?!” moment. Coincidentally, (or maybe
not), eROI CEO Ryan Buchanan was there
that day. It was in the fall of 2007 when
I had volunteered to run the local soccer
club’s “Kick and Chase” program for 80
kindergarteners. As I stood talking to all
those young players and their parents, I
thought “I could do this—why not start
my own camp?“ I have been a coach since
1994, coaching high school, recreation,
and competitive club soccer. Along the
way, I coached every summer at soccer
camps from University of Virginia to
the University of California. It’s always
something I thought about doing, but
kept putting off.
This summer will be the 6th year of
BaxterSports Soccer Camps and the 2nd
year of adding All-Sports Camps (another
why moment - why limit myself to coaching
one sport when there are so many other

awesome sports for kids to learn?) I think
the main reason for the success of the
camps is the community aspect. Knowing
my community and serving their needs
and wants for their kids has made it all
very worthwhile. My community values safety, fun, learning, creativity, and, well,
community. Most of the kids who attend
are from the neighborhood, many of them
have come back year after year, and bring
friends and siblings. That means we are
doing something right, but also that we
need to keep innovating to keep it fresh.
So last year we added the All Sports
Camps, and we added and introduction
to sport psychology, and sports nutrition.
Even more importantly, we had our first
two former campers come back to be
counselors. All in all it has been a very
rewarding experience, and I look forward
to having my next “Why?” (or “Why not?”)
moment!

LEARN MORE ABOUT BRIAN
President of Baxter Sports // www.BaxterSports.com
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BE TRUE
TO YOUR
STRENGTHS

CHRIS SPARHAWK

LEADS TO BREAKTHROUGH THINKING
I’ve only had one “why” moment in my
entire career; it just keeps re-establishing
itself as a seminal question that often
leads to breakthrough thinking. And here
it is in a nutshell: “Why does one keep
selling things one doesn’t have instead of
selling things one does have?“
Whether working with small textile
manufacturers and wineries or enterprise
software companies and brands, I’ve
seen over and over, entities trying to
be something they’re not. It sneaks in
with a desire to follow the pack, resent
industry successes or any other pattern

influencing event. Next thing you know
people are bending away from who they
are at their core, toward something they
think will sell better (or is a proven seller).
Inevitably, this leads to being something
one isn’t passionate about and there’s
no quicker way to end up dead in the
water. Only by recognizing and being
true to your strengths will you carry the
flame to endure the inevitable failures
and setbacks. By realigning those who’ve
fallen into the trap into that which is their
true nature, one brings renewed vigor and
vision for the path forward. Repeat.

LEARN MORE ABOUT CHRIS
CTO of Oberon3
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WHY
NOT? THE
MORE THE
MERRIER

DAVID RING
WAY BACK IN 1995

Way back in 1995, I taught myself HTML
and created a web-site where I could
post my daily thoughts. In other words, it
was a blog before there were blogs. With
so few people doing the same, it grew
popular very quickly. I received a lot of
email, including a lot of requests to set up
‘personal websites’ for other people—and
then connect them to each other so my
readers (a group of like-minded people)
could interact with each other. I thought to
myself, “WHY are these people bothering
me? Don’t they know this site is supposed
to be all about ME?”

But then I thought better—“Why NOT?
The more, the merrier.“ I slowly added
the features people requested. This
evolved into one of the earliest social
networks—Backwash.com, which in turn
evolved into Sparta Networks, one of the
earliest enterprise social media software
companies. And to this day, when a Client
asks for some fresh new feature, no
matter how outlandish, I (almost) always
say “Sure, why NOT?”

LEARN MORE ABOUT DAVID
CEO of Sparta Networks // www.spartasocialnetworks.com
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A MEANING
TO THE
MADNESS

ALISON STIVEN

IN THE WEEDS WITH THE DAY TO DAY
Sometimes we get so in the weeds with
the day to day details of our jobs that
we forget WHY we do what we do. It’s
refreshing when the light bulb goes off
and you realize the impact—both big and
small – that you are making. When I first
started at Kinesis 18 months ago, I knew I
loved my job, but I didn’t necessarily know
why.
The why moment I had was sitting in a
client meeting, and understanding their
motivations, values, and vision for their
company. It opened my eyes that there
was a ‘meaning to the madness’ and
simple projects served a larger purpose.

Understanding my why has become
strongly dependent on the why of our
clients. Why do they own their business,
what is their purpose, and what drives
them every day? By helping transform
their company, I am helping their why:
growing their company to create more
job opportunities, building a future for
their families, generating revenue to
support charity organizations, or creating
a company that breaks the boundaries of
the industry norm. Their purpose gives
me reason to do my job well every single
day. 						
					

LEARN MORE ABOUT ALISON
President of American Marketing Association Portland // www.ama-pdx.org
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EVERY
WAKING
HOUR
WORKING
ON DESIGN

GERRY BLAKNEY

MEET TWO TEACHERS WHO HELP
I was involved in politics since my first day
of college and built my student career to
support that ambition and creative thirst—
as a double major in Political Science and
Fine Arts with an emphasis on Graphic
Design. In the first five years I held two,
sometimes three, jobs with a full academic
workload. My political aspirations grew
with my success and I quickly raised up
the ranks in the Associated Students,
leading eventually to the head of student
government and a position on the State
Board of Higher Education, working at the
request of Governor Kulongoski to direct
Oregon’s
post-secondary
education
institutions.

wrapped my entire being into my political
career. I was shattered.
At that exact time, I would meet two
teachers who would help me find and
direct and hone my passion, changing
my life forever. They taught me how art
could engage with and help people, to
think about design as a series of goals and
solutions instead of mere style, and they
reminded me how to be human again.
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I was finally awakened to my potential
and calling. I spent every waking hour
working on design, dropped Political
Science as my second major, and focused
wholeheartedly on my art and building my
I was recalled after five years, packing my talent.
desk and turning in my keys after a threeAsking ‘why’ can be challenging. It is not
month campaign. I was President & CEO
for the faint of heart nor the unbridled
for six and a half months.
courageous. To create something with
My recall was, and very well may still be, measured success and impact to your
the only recall in the history of public customers, goals and bottom line, or
possibly even society—we must be brave.
Higher Education in Oregon.
We must continually be asking why and
I lost my job, income, and soon my we must be open to where the answers
position on the State Board. Somewhere take us. It led me to you and to eROI.
in the middle I forgot why I got involved
in the first place and forgot to be human. I

LEARN MORE ABOUT GERRY
Creative Director at eROI // www.eROI.com

EVERYTHING
TO LEARN +
SEEMINGLY
ENDLESS
PROGRESS
TO MAKE

MATT POPKES

I STILL HAVE A LONG WAY TO GO
I’m not as smart as I think I am.
That might not seem like much of a “Why
Moment” on paper, but that realization was
one of the more profound of my career. As
much as I think I know, I don’t really know
that much at all. Let me explain.
Like a lot of college grads, I rocketed out
of college ready to take on the world
with no doubt in my mind that wherever
I ended up would be lucky to have me. I
had solid internships under my belt, an
impressive business acumen and all the
potential in the world. At least that’s how I
saw myself. I would think back to the Matt
Popkes of two years previous… a naive
business student who thought he knew it
all. Man, how far I had come since then.
I didn’t know anything back then, but
now… NOW, I am the optimal version of
my professional self. Lookout world.
About three years into my career in media,
living just above the poverty line and
scraping to get ahead and make a name
for myself, I realized how little I really
knew as a grad.
“You really thought you had the world

by the balls didn’t you, 3-years-ago Matt
Popkes? Well turns out, you didn’t know
a thing. Lucky for you that now… NOW,
you’ve earned your stripes. You got this
whole career thing down. The world is
your oyster, you young go-getter you.”
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Fast forward another three years. I’d
made the jump from working in radio to
television. As you can imagine, I’d taken
on the mentality that radio Matt was a notalent hack while television Matt should
be elected president of everything.

This was a bit of a perpetual cycle,
realizing that at a time I thought I knew all
I needed to know, I really had a long, long
way to go, all the while congratulating
myself on the progress I had made since
then. The Why Moment came when the
mentality of previous and current Matts
collided and I realized that now… RIGHT
NOW, I don’t know as much as I think I do.
I’m not as smart as I think I am. I still have
a long way to go, everything to learn and
seemingly endless progress to make. No
more reflecting on previous career stages
and patting myself on the back for being
better than I was.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MATT
Strategy Manager at eROI // www.eROI.com

OFFERING
CUSTOMERS
THE EASE OF
ORDERING
AS THEY
DESIRE

DIANE ECONOMAKI
A NEW STANDARD

A pivotal “why” moment happened to me
in 2008 when I was working full time and
attending class at night to receive my MBA.
A recruiter contacted me over LinkedIn to
say Sunstone Circuits was looking for a
new Marketing Director to help lead their
global ecommerce marketing efforts. My
“why” moment came when I researched
this company and asked myself why they
had so many confusing order forms on their
website, not to mention a non-existing
shopping cart experience. It is important
to note that ecommerce is Sunstone’s only
sales channel. After spending decades in
direct response, digital, and ecommerce
marketing for much larger organizations
yielding triple digit growth success,

I found this business case quite perplexing.
Now in 2013, Sunstone is about to embark
on a new ecommerce business model
which will set a new standard in the circuit
board industry, offering customers the
ease of ordering as they desire, while
utilizing best-in-class software systems
to offer a true shopping cart and mobile
shopping experience. I believe that if we
don’t continue to ask ourselves questions
around “why” things exist as they are,
we will never truly grow our personal or
professional experiences in any meaning
way. 						
						
						
		

LEARN MORE ABOUT DIANE
President at Fuze7 Marketing // www.fuze7.com
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BELIEVE
STRONGLY
IN THE
JOURNEY

ERIC GREGG

LAUGH AS HARD AS YOU WORK
Why does a startup have to be your 						
entire life? Why can’t the owner and the 					
employees respect AND like one another?
Why can’t you build a company that laughs
as hard as it works? At our core, we believe
in the goal—accountability and improved
satisfaction of clients and employees of
professional service firms, but we also
believe strongly in the journey.		
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LEARN MORE ABOUT ERIC
CEO of Inavero // www.inavero.com

I HUNG UP
THE PENCIL +
PICKED UP A
STETHOSCOPE

AJ MOUNSEY

I FOUND EMERGENCY MEDICINE
I find myself asking ‘why?’ or ‘why not?’
on a daily basis. Creativity needs these
questions. Without them, we would never
improve or advance. That said, one of my
biggest personal ‘why moments’ came in
2007. I had been working as a copywriter
for five years, both on staff at agencies
(including eROI), and as a freelancer.
I was successful, made good money,
and was well respected for my talent.
Everyone I worked with was positive – the
kind of people you could sweat through
a project with, and then go get a pint
with. Despite all this, something was off.
I wasn’t happy. Why? This was a constant
question. I love writing, so it wasn’t that I
was doing something I didn’t enjoy. After
searching my soul, I discovered a void.
An emptiness. My daily existence wasn’t
giving me what I needed – worth. I went
out to find something that could give me
a sense of worth. Sure, I was a husband,
son, brother, and friend, all things that are
worthy, but they did not fill me up. After
searching for months, I found emergency
medicine. This was a profession that could
give me excitement, teamwork, and the
ability to directly help people in need.

With the support of my wife I hung up
the pencil and picked up a stethoscope.
I traded the keyboard for the keys to an
ambulance. This was a terrifying time in
my life. I was starting over. There was no
way to know if I would succeed, but I knew
that if I didn’t try, I would regret it forever.
After a three-month course, I was an EMT
working with a Paramedic on a 911 rig,
getting paid much less than when I was
a copywriter. However, I was filling up my
soul – with knowledge as I was studying
to become a Paramedic myself, and with
the nourishment of helping people. That,
was much more important than pay. Now
in 2013, I am a volunteer Paramedic/
Firefighter and a full-time copywriter. I
still do the writing I love, and get my kicks
from ‘putting out fires’ in the ad/marketing
world. Only now, I get to go put out real
fires on the weekends. If I If I hadn’t
searched for my ‘why’, I still wouldn’t be
fulfilled in work, or in life. Without a doubt,
I would be burned out and depressed.
Why is scary, but necessary. It’s a leap,
but when you find the answer, the reward
is immense.

LEARN MORE ABOUT AJ
Copywriter at Columbia Sportswear
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ANSWERED
WITH TENFOLD
GROWTH

PATRICK HAINAULT

WHY CAN BE SEEN AS A DISTRACTION
When data, analytics, and more tests are
at your fingertips, “Why” can be seen
as a distraction. And to direct response
purists, “Why” hardly registers. It’s for
dime philosophers, dawdlers enjoying the
luxury of taking their eyes off results, off
the here and now.

its due; it was asked, and that’s all that
matters) lifts the myopic veil of year-overyear analyses and spreadsheet reports.
Why only recognize 500 fast-growing
companies? Aren’t there about 7 million
out there? Why confine the recognition
to the printed pages? Why shut out
deserving business builders? The Inc. 500
That’s until the “Why” question, perhaps is now the Inc. 5000 – and a simple “Why”
long-gestated, perhaps asked in casual is answered with ten-fold growth.
jest (naturally, the origin doesn’t get

LEARN MORE ABOUT PATRICK
Vice President of Marketing at INC. Magazine // www.inc.com
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I REALIZED
IT COULD BE
HOWEVER
I WANTED
IT TO BE

WAYDE ELLIOT

MONEY DOES NOT HAVE TO BE A FACTOR
When I think of my why it goes way back
to my childhood. I grew up in the upper
lower class and believed that was just
how it was. Something we really looked
forward to was pizza and ice cream
once a month on payday. We did not go
without the bare needs, but there was no
frills. The why came when I was about 12
and met my best friend. His parents had
started soloflex and were the opposite of
everything I knew. At that point I realized
it could be however I wanted it to be. You
don’t know what you don’t know.

From that point on I have strived to
develop passive income and have things
I did not have growing up and afford to
take my family and friends along for the
wonderful journey of life where money
does not have to be a factor.

LEARN MORE ABOUT WAYDE
CEO of Store It // www.storeit.com
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THE WHY
SHOULD BE
EMBODIED IN
EVERYTHING
YOU DO

JOHN SIMPSON

SUBSTANCE FIRST, BRAVADO SECOND
The Why should be embodied in everything
you do as a company. And, within the
Why, being really diligent about being
simple and clear about the Substance first,
and the Bravado second. Too often, I see
companies chase a big trend and focus
on the Bravado first—“We are cloud!” We
are social!” “We are mobile!” “We’re cool,
look at us, we’re the next big thing!” And
then when asked about the Substance,
it’s a bit of a house of cards. Why are you
the next big thing? What are you really
doing? What problems are you solving?
Why is this important to your customers?
Ummm, hmmm, ummm… and the story
gets flimsy, with the executives often
struggling to explain what I’ll call “the
next 10 words”. Everyone can be good at
the first 10 words (the Bravado). Get good
at the next 10 words (the Substance).
I’ve learned that if you flip the norm and
focus on Substance first, Bravado second
you will have a fighter’s chance against
competition and will better understand
why you’re different.

on the Why, there is Substance to what
companies like Jama, Urban Airship, ActOn, Elemental, etc. are doing – there’s a
craft to it, a passion behind it and a real
focus on business value to customers as
it relates to the Why the company exists.
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As an example, Jama exists to reinvent
product development, our solution helps
teams collaborate to get the requirements
right. Why does that matter? Product
development is one of the most strategic
things a company does, yet it’s being
managed with Word docs, whiteboards,
email and Pixie dust. It’s a messed up
process that’s a black box at most big
companies and failure is rampant. It’s
a hard problem to solve, but it’s a real
problem and there’s billions spent on R&D
globally every year that’s at risk, so it isn’t
trivial.

To be candid, it took a lot of trial and error
to get to our Why and it still evolves over
time. You will constantly revisit your Why
and revise it as your business grows and
This is one of the things that I see as a evolves with the market needs, but keep
common thread in the successful start- it active as the chewy chocolate center of
ups in Portland right now. There’s a focus your brand and everything else will stem
from it.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JOHN
Vice President of Marketing at Jama Software // www.jamasoftware.com

MULTIPLE
WAYS
TO GET
TO THAT
SOLUTION

COLBY WILSON

SOLVING PROBLEMS + MAKING PEOPLE HAPPY
As a child, I loved math (still do as a
matter of fact). As I moved from simple
arithmetic and up through more complex
mathematics, I grew to love it even more.
With math, no matter the problem simple or complex - there is always a
solution. (I know that we are still trying to
figure out the mysteries of the universe,
but you get my point.) Not only is there a
solution, there are multiple ways to get to
that solution.

like no calculators for arithmetic and they
need to show all of their work. It drives
them crazy! But after all the crazy rules
and the frustrations of not getting it, that
moment when they see a big, old, gnarly
math problem in front of them and they
figure out how to solve it - that moment is
better than magic!
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Those “better than magic” moments at
work come as the ecstatic email from the
client, “This is exactly what we needed!”,
I love math for many reasons, but that as the simple remark from a peer, “Thank
moment when I see a big, old, gnarly math you for your help.”, or as the comment
problem in front of me and I figure out from an employee, “Thank you for taking
how to solve it - that moment is magic!
the time to teach me.”
As a result of my love of math, I have So why do I do what I do? It’s pretty
volunteer tutored children and adults simple, it’s about solving problems and
for years. I have some rules that I have making people happy.”
carried from my junior high math teacher -

LEARN MORE ABOUT COLBY
Account Services Director at Smith // www.smith.co

WHY DON’T
I LOVE THIS

BRETT GALIMIDI

ENJOYING SOMETHING AND MAKING MONEY
Why don’t I love this?

I got into a good university. I busted my
arse in a 300+ person biochemistry class
at 8am (not that easy if you remember your
college days). I worked in labs on campus.
I got a summer job at the same biotech
company that gave my high school the
grant years before. I set about studying
for the MCATs. And I hated it. Hated. It.
I kept wondering why I was so bored by
something I found so fascinating. Why
don’t I love this?!

My grandparents always told me, in a
Brooklyn Jewish accent, “You have to be
a doctah or a lawyah.” Not understanding
their post-WWII mindset, I set out to be
a doctor. I loved studying the sciences in
high school and by the early 90s great
strides were being made in genetics
research. Thanks to a grant from a major
biotech company nearby we were splicing
genes while other classes were dissecting
frogs. I thought I had my future sorted It was then that I realized the difference
out - some combination of medicine and between enjoying something and making
genetic research.
money at it.					
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LEARN MORE ABOUT BRETT
President of Digital Timber // www.digitaltimber.net

HERE I AM
AND STILL
LOVING IT

KATHLEEN HEALY
FREEDOM TO WORK HARD

I had an opportunity to get into commercial
real estate brokerage about 10 years ago,
and it was through that experience that I
had a series of “why” moments that led
me to where I am now, which is still in
commercial real estate brokerage. Most
importantly, why did I really enjoy what I
was doing?

building owners and Tenants/buyers). The
next was making an impact on the close-in
urban neighborhoods and retail landscape
within Portland and establishing a niche in
that specific market. Lastly, I had always
wanted to have the freedom to work hard,
and have flexibility in my life, and this is a
career that can offer that within the right
setting, which I’ve found.
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The primary reason was the incredibly
cool, smart, interesting and like-minded So here I am & still loving it!
people that I came into contact with
through my work (primarily Landlords/ 						

LEARN MORE ABOUT KATHLEEN
Broker at Commercial Realty Advisors NW // www.cra-nw.com

			
			

EVEN
PROPELLERHEADS CAN
AND NEED
TO ASK WHY

MARK LAWLER

IGNORE THE COW QUADRANT
My first most memorable “why” moment
was in the early 90s. I was a newly
minted Development Manager on Norton
AntiVirus and I attended a meeting early
on where the Product Managers and
the CEO had relegated NAV in to the
“cow” category—it’ll make some money,
but it’ll never be a $40M business; milk
the revenue until it dries up as we shift
resources away from it.

customers and rolled up and surpassed
the capabilities of the over 21 “one-offs”
would be the winner. The solution needed
to stand out with “Gee I’d Buy It Just For
That” value props across the landscape
and not just in a couple of areas. We went
rogue, ignored the “cow” quadrant our
product had been shoved in to, and built
that solution. The rest is history… What
was a $7M business when it was relegated
to “cow” status grew to over $140M in
Brad Kingsbury, my boss at the time, a couple of years and is the foundation
and I asked “why?” To us the answer was of what is a greater than $2B security
obviously clear: it was a new market with business for Symantec today.
too many tactical point products creating
noise; each product being more of a Moral of the story: Even propeller heads
feature than an actual solution. The first can and need to ask “why?”
real solution to market that both delighted

LEARN MORE ABOUT MARK
CTO at Cambia Health Solutions // www.cambiahealth.com
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SEE
WHAT’S
POSSIBLE
WHEN
PEOPLE
COME
TOGETHER

TODD ERNST

SEE THE BEST IN PEOPLE
I think there have been a couple defining
moments during my 20 years at Nike.
The one that first comes to mind was in
2006 when I was about half of the way
through leading a very complex four year
project and one of my country project
managers, Renato (who had also become
a friend), told me that both his father and
his 17 year old brother had both been
diagnosed with cancer within two weeks
of each other. The way he was able to
gracefully and honestly manage through
his personal tragedy while also staying on
top of his work was and remains a source
of inspiration. Our project overcame some
amazing challenges and was ultimately
implemented on time and under budget.
Our efforts were recognized and we were
awarded one of Nike 10 Global Maxim
Awards later that year.

Unfortunately, Renato was not able to join
me at the awards because his brother was
still battling cancer (his Dad responded
to treatment and was in remission) and
had to undergo surgery that very same
day. He was in a hospital waiting room
while I was on stage receiving the award.
I scrapped the somewhat standard
acceptance speech in my pocket and
talked instead about the amazing people
that made the project possible including
Renato and I went on to share a bit of his
story.
(Note: His Dad is still alive but
sadly his younger brother passed away).
This project really helped me see the best
in people and what’s possible when we
truly come together.

LEARN MORE ABOUT TODD
Category Operations Director at Nike // www.nike.com
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OVERHAUL
TO FIT A
NEW NICHE

JOHN MCPHEE
REAPING THE REWARDS

When I left my comfortable post as a Sr.
Account Executive at Anvil Media, to run/
manage the newly created Formic Media,
I was taking a big risk, from a personal
perspective. From a business perspective,
this was a great opportunity for me to
take control and help build something
from the ground up. I accepted the new
role on August 1, 2010. After chugging
along for two years and seeing modest
growth, I asked myself “why” are we not
growing faster? Was it due to our service
mix? My team? Our clients? Then it hit
me. We offer digital marketing services
for such a wide array of businesses and
industries. We support B2B, eCommerce,
local, media, etc.
“Why” are we focusing on such a wide
array of businesses and industries? At
that moment I started to consider the
opportunities in one specific niche, local.
There are nearly 25 million local/retail

businesses out there. Mobile is growing
like never before. I was focused heavily on
local digital marketing when I was on the
account team at Anvil, and that’s where
my experience lies. At that moment I knew
we needed to make a change. I made
the decision to steer our 2013 strategy
towards local, multi-location businesses
and unveiled it to our team at our company
offsite in February 2013. Since making this
move, we’ve been able to gain several key
accounts due to our focus and service
offering, which we overhauled to fit this
new niche. Formic is on track, so far in
2013, to double, if not triple, our revenue
from 2012. The team is excited with our
success, people are working harder than
they ever have and we’re moving the ball
forward. My “why” moment significantly
changed the way Formic does business,
and we’re reaping the rewards.		
						
					

LEARN MORE ABOUT JOHN
President of Formic Media // www.formicmedia.com
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KEEP THE
SENSITIVE
DETAILS TO
YOURSELF

LEO MACLEOD

THAT’S WHY WE CHOSE YOU
Through sheer perseverance, I found
myself in front of the president and the
CEO of a billion dollar company pitching
the biggest contract of my consulting
career. I won the contract and spent the
next 12 months digging deep inside their
entire organization, traveling to all their
offices and interviewing hundreds of their
employees and clients on how they could
improve and evolve. They loved the final
report.

myself. “We appreciate that Leo, but we
already knew that about you,” said the
CEO. “When we interviewed you a year
ago, you were discreet in sharing the details
of what you did with other companies. We
interviewed other consultants who were
not. We looked at each other and said
‘that could be us they’re talking about
a year from now.’ That’s why we chose
you.”						
						

I thanked them for the work and assured
them I would keep the sensitive and
confidential details of their business to

LEARN MORE ABOUT LEO
President of Mainspring Marketing // www.leomacleod.com
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CREATE
A MORE
AUTHENTIC
PROTAGONIST

SAIRA RAO

A WHY NOT MOMENT
My why moment was actually a WHY NOT
moment! Watching preschool tv with
my then 3-year-old daughter, I called my
friend Carey Albertine, suggesting we
could make the next Dora the Explorer,
only ours would include a more authentic
girl protagonist. Someone who wasn’t a
princess, tomboy or superchick. A REAL
girl.

We spent a year exploring various avenues
and realized that the greatest need--and
greatest opportunity--was in fiction for
middle graders and young adults. So we
set out to create better books about girls.
Why Not?!					
						
		

LEARN MORE ABOUT SAIRA
Co-Founder of in this Together Media // www.inthistogethermedia.com
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COMPLETELY
START OVER

GLENN SCOTT

YOU WERE MADE FOR THIS JOB
After spending almost 20 years in
Portland creative agencies, working
with some of the greatest people in our
industry to provide awesome clients with
equally awesome advertising, marketing
and brand solutions, I found myself at a
professional crossroad...well, to be honest,
it was more of a wall than a road.

completely start over?” There were many
answers to my question, but the one that
rose to the top is that I LOVED connecting
with and helping people in our industry.
The problem was that meeting cool people
at industry events, doing informational
interviews as favors and matchmaking
people into their dream job didn’t come
with a paycheck. Well, it didn’t until I met
The “wall” I was facing, was the fact that I Tiffany at Aquent/Vitamin T.
no longer loved what I was doing. Having
started my career as a designer, it was After two and a half truly amazing years in
in my core to spend my days (and many creative talent staffing, my why moment
nights) in the creative industry. So, the is “WHY didn’t I make this move 10
thought of leaving the creative space had years ago?!”. I laugh constantly with an
never, and would never be an acceptable absolutely incredible team, that I love and I
option to me.
feel deeply rewarded and fulfilled through
the connections we make each day.
My why moment started with, “I’m
miserable...WHY am I doing this...WHY It sure is nice to now hear friends say “you
have I stayed in this industry for two were totally made for this job” instead of
decades, only to arrive at a moment when asking “dude, why are you doing this to
I want nothing more than to escape and yourself?!”				

LEARN MORE ABOUT GLENN
Business Development Director Vitamin T // www.vitamintalent.com
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SEE THE
POSSIBILITIES
OF CREATING
SOMETHING

LESLIE CARLSON

PROTECT THE PEOPLE, PLANTS, AND ANIMALS
I was working for a utility that (as do most
utilities) generated most of its energy
from burning coal. Depressed at the
future effects of climate change, I took
a Natural Step class as an antidote. The
Natural Step provides a framework for
looking at your decisions and actions, and
this framework allows you to see your life
and career through a new lens.

protecting the people, plants and animals
around me. It was a big, shattering and
sudden opening up in my brain. I saw
a communications company built on
sustainable principles, and today I run
Brink Communications, and most of our
clients succeed in the world and make
it a better place at the same time. I’m
supremely lucky and supremely grateful
for that a-ha moment, and for the a-ha
In one class, I could suddenly see the moments to come.		
possibilities of creating something—a
great life, a thriving business—while

LEARN MORE ABOUT LESLIE
Principal at Brink Communications // www.brinkcomm.com
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STINGINESS
IS THE
MOTHER
OF ALL
INVENTION

DAVE HOWELL
WHY SYNC

We were setting up Dropbox for our QA
Manager, Mark. Mark works from his home
in Wenatchee Washington. So we said,
“WHY do we have to pay $120 every year
for Dropbox to synchronize his files on
DropBox’s web server? Why even sync?
Why not just store his files on his work
computer or on the company server,
both of which are running all the time
anyway, and let him access all of his stuff
remotely?”

as the backbone of our Air Login app. So
we decided to build a remote file access
tool based on the same foundation. It
will be done soon. And it won’t cost $120
per year for 100 GB, or $499 for 500
GB. Mark will be able to access all of the
multi-terabytes of data that he stores on
his work computer and our own server,
for $10 a year. And he doesn’t have to
remember to copy files to some magic
syncing folder before accessing them
remotely. Stinginess is the mother of all
We had already built a secure tunneling invention. Or is is laziness? Something like
remote access platform called Air Connect that.

LEARN MORE ABOUT DAVE
CEO of Avatron Software // www.avatron.com
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JUST SIGN
UP FOR
EVERYTHING

BILL MCCLOSKEY

YOU CAN’T SCAN PEOPLE’S INBOXES
My “Why” moment lead to the formation
of eDataSource.com. In 2000 I founded a
company called Emerging Interest which
was basically a matchmaker between
agencies
and
technology
vendors.
One day one of my clients said they
were looking for a company who could
provide competitive intelligence in Email
Marketing. In my search, I found many
competitive intelligence companies but
no one did email. Why? I asked myself. The
answer to that question led me to form
Email Data Source, which was rebranded
a few years ago as eDataSource.com.

people’s inboxes, I thought. But how about
if I just sign up for everything? Which I
did. Eventually, our methodology became
more sophisticated and panel based but
it all started with asking “why” and not
being afraid to act on the answer. Once
I had my “Why” moment in 2003, I shut
down Emerging Interest and launched
my new company. Today eDataSource
is the world’s leading supplier in Email
competitive intelligence with many
competitors. My “why” moment lead not
only to the formation of a new company,
but a new industry that was untapped
before. 					
I realized that the reason it hadn’t been 				
done before is that there was no easy
“technological” solution to throw at
the problem. One simply couldn’t scan

LEARN MORE ABOUT BILL
CEO of OnlyInfluencers.com // www.onlyinfluencers.com
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TAKE THE
CONCERN
OF MONEY
OUT OF
WORK

LANCE LARIVEE

A GREAT PRODUCT FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
I realized several years ago that I
wanted to take the concern of making
money out of work before I was 50. I
had bought some rental properties and
began repairing, restoring, and operating
several properties. I have enjoyed fixing
properties that were left in bad shape and
it makes me feel good to rent out a great
“product” to our “customers”.

I am now rehabbing apartment buildings
and working on building structures from
the dirt up. The “why moment” in this
story is pretty obvious, but in my mind it
was what I loved doing and it has made
me happy to see my results in 3D.		
						

LEARN MORE ABOUT LANCE
Account Executive at VeraCode // www.veracode.com
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HAVE
MORE WHY
MOMENTS
DOWN THE
ROAD

JON DOWN

POINTS OF REALIZATION
My why moments are those points of
realization that a particular future vision
or current reality is the wrong path.
Getting to a why moment can be a tough
transition, but once it is embraced life is
usually really good. I’ve had them in the
context of career and religion. I don’t
know what they are, but I do expect to
have more why moments down the road.

LEARN MORE ABOUT JON
Assistant Dean at University of Portland // www.up.edu
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LOOK AT THE
UNDERDOG +
CONSTANTLY
ASK WHY

FRANZ MARUNA
ASKING WHY IS MY JOB

A why moment? Asking why is my job, I
do it every day - all day. I think that may
be the case for many entrepreneurs.
There isn’t a why moment, there’s a
omni-present sound track of “why.” I
guess a good one was asking “why” all
the ways to manage a website required
you to go to some intimidating back-end
dashboard. We ended up building our
CMS (concrete5) around the concept of
in-context editing back when no one was
doing it in 2003. That proved to be a great
initial differentiator for our product in the
space.
This morning (so far—we’re just two hours
in) I’ve asked “Why” of a developer in our
open source community. He wants to take
on some complicated challenges that are
appealing in the abstract, but quickly get
into practical problems he’s going to have

a hard time managing. Asking him to think
about why this would need to happen
seemed like the nice thing to do instead of
letting him flounder. I also just asked “why”
we’re having this code review meeting at
3pm instead of earlier in the day when we
might have a chance to do something with
the code we’re reviewing. Unless we need
the time to clean up first, wouldn’t a post
lunch meeting make more sense than 3pm
on the first day to go past 75 degrees this
spring? Around here “why” is a constant
refrain. We’re huge believers in empathy.
Understand where our site editors are
coming from, where our developers are
coming from, where the business owners
who depend on concrete5 are coming
from. If you’re not willing to look at the
underdog and constantly ask “why”—
you’re doing it wrong.

LEARN MORE ABOUT FRANZ
CEO of Concrete CMS // www.concrete5.org
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YOU DON’T
HAVE TO
LIVE IN NYC
TO BE A
CREATIVE

LUIS PONCE DE LEON

GET YOUR SHIT TOGETHER AND MOVE
My wife and I moved to Portland without
jobs from NYC right before the attacks in
2001. The economy was down and there
was a real sense of fear in the air. Needless
to say, it proved to be quite difficult to find
our way in this city since there was no work
to be found and the first Oregon winter
was tougher than expected. Why did we
move to this remote and inhospitable land
at the other end of the continent? Why?
Five years before that, I was flying back
from NYC to Savannah to finish a video
thesis before I could join my future wife in
the big apple. As I looked out the window
jetting off JFK, I saw the tall buildings in
the distance and an overwhelming feeling
came to my mind: Get your shit together
and move here to build a life and career. I
moved as soon as I could and I joined the
interactive revolution. Those were very

exciting times! Pop! did the bubble; and
many hopes followed the sake of those
crumbling towers. I landed my initial gigs
in Portland, first at Hot Pepper and then at
the Art Institute. I am grateful to this day
for those early opportunities that helped
steer my work in the direction that I am
passionate about: Education and Design.
Those early opportunities helped create
the roots that are the basis of our lives
here in Oregon. It has been a long and
interesting journey, but to this day when I
think WHY am I here, I always go back to
that young student that had a vision from a
small airplane window. That vision persists
and the interactive industry has proved
resilient and is now more interesting than
ever. Plus, did I mention that Portland has
conquered my heart and lifted my spirit?

LEARN MORE ABOUT LUIS
User Experience Director at WebMD // www.poncedesign.com
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WHY AM I
WORKING
WITHOUT
PASSION

RYAN GALLAGHER

BRAND STRATEGY FOR THE GREATER GOOD
My WHY moment came upon returning
from an extended professional sabbatical
serving in the Peace Corps. As a career
advertising professional, I asked myself,
“why am I working on clients and projects
that I’m not more passionate about? Why
not focus my time, energy and career path

around more purposeful communications
work.” For the past three years, I’ve been
building a foundation for my marketing
consultancy GoodGallagher, with the
mission of furthering brand strategy for
the greater good.

LEARN MORE ABOUT RYAN
Principal at GoodGallagher // www.goodgallagher.com
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WHAT CAN
I DO TO
SOLVE THE
PROBLEM

MARK PAUL

HOW COULD THE U.S. ALLOW IT TO HAPPEN?
My first “Why?” moment was in 1973,
during the oil embargo. I wondered
how – and why – an oil cartel could hold
hostage the strongest country on earth. I
wondered how the U.S. – which was only
25% dependent on foreign oil – could allow
this to happen. And I wondered what I
could do to help solve the world’s energy
problems. At 17, I was very idealistic. As
a result, I pursued – and received – a
bachelor’s in Physics so I could be part of
a renewable energy renaissance.
Fast forward a few years and the price
of energy collapsed, investment dollars
dried up and people forgot about our
long term energy problems. Including me.
September 11th, I got a wake-up call, along
with everyone else. The U.S. grew to 67%
dependent of foreign oil. I rededicated
myself to learning about why we got into
this situation and how we could get out.
I researched root causes and published a
book* on the topic – perhaps helping to

spread the word about how to deal with
it. More importantly, I worked to build a
renewable energy technology accelerator.
(NXergy: ‘Business incubator meets
VC fund’.) I interviewed CEOs of major
energy companies, was in the middle of
raising capital (with investors interested
in providing the necessary seed funding),
and then 2008 happened. Once again,
energy prices dropped and investors got
skittish.
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How to address this for the long term? In
2012, I started AutoAP, Inc., a mobile app
company to innovatively (and ironically)
connect private party used vehicle buyers
and sellers - with the intent of selling it in a
couple years so I can fund the accelerator
without any outside capital.
This is a long journey, but I am driven to
help our children and grandchildren never
have to deal with this issue again.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MARK
President & CEO of AutoAp, Inc. // www.AutoAp.com
*www.energy2025.com/21stCenturyEnergyInitiative.htm

ACT AS AN
EGOLESS
CENTER

GERALD BAUGH

LISTEN TO INDUSTRY LEADERS
My “Why” moment can while leading
the Software Initiative when I was the
Business and Industry Manager for the
Portland
Development
Commission
(PDC). During the initial development
stages of the Initiative as part of the City
of Portland’s Economic Development
Strategy regarding job creation around
4 target industry clusters. I listened to
industry leaders and company owners
about what was going to be needed to
help make Portland a better place for the
software industry.
I was very fortunate to have willing and
concerned partners come forward and
volunteer to provide leadership and
guidance on how to move forward. Through
meetings with the Software Association of
Oregon now the Technology Association
of Oregon we established the need for
why PDC needed to lead this effort and it
could not be business as usual from a PDC
perspective. PDC & the Mayor’s office
acted as an ego-less center to not only
listen to the industry but move with agility
and purpose to develop a strategy that is
today the bedrock for many of the current
TAO initiatives. We used community

sourced economic development to
improve the net promoter score of the
software industry by 20 points. Using a
net promoter score up to this point in time
had been done around companies but not
around an industry.
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Listening to the industry was done
through a series of on line surveys which
were followed up by in person feedback
sessions. This was very different from how
PDC had operated in the past.

The “why” was we wanted a better
region for job creation and in particular
software and technology. We identified
this approach as the best way to achieve
those results. We also worked with the
media in Mike Rogoway and Rick Turoczy
to tell the story along the way
After the industry roll out in December
of 2010 programs or other initiatives that
were a result of this effort included PDX 11,
the introduction of Portland 100 by Nitin
Khana and the Portland Seed Fund.

Even though I am no longer in the area I
still have a great deal of pride of having
been a part of something very special.

LEARN MORE ABOUT GERALD
Business Development Manager at Collaborative Software Initiative
www.csinitiative.com

MAKE
DECISIONS
THAT
ARE BEST
FOR THE
COMPANY

DARREN STOWELL

APPRECIATE OTHER PEOPLE’S SITUATIONS
Two of the most powerful “why” moments
I’ve had in my career have been related
to leadership. I’ve been fortunate to lead
and manage people for many years. I
have always taken this responsibility
very seriously, as I know from my own
experience how powerful a great leader
can be for both the company and each
individual employee. The first “why”
moment took place earlier in my career
during a very difficult conversation with
a very talented, direct report. Despite
having many things in common with
this person, I learned through this
conversation that I really knew very little
about him, his experiences and some of
the challenges he had faced. I had made
many assumptions about him, and also
not truly taken the time to understand
his story and dreams. This moment was
pivotal in that it pushed me to get to know
people, hear their stories and put myself
in other people shoes more frequently as

a leader.
The second “why” moment came a few
years later in a senior management role,
when I first started taking on tough
decisions that were going to have an
adverse impact on people in the company,
many of them that I had worked with for
years. While I have always prided myself
on being good to my staff, I was for the
first time really in the middle of people
and the business. I wanted to appreciate
other people’s situations, but not let
them impact the decisions that I needed
to make to ensure that we succeeded
as a company. It is this very balance of
getting to know your people and making
decisions that are best for the company
that now define who I am as a leader. These
“why” moments have been pivotal in my
development and integral in the success
that I have had building businesses.

LEARN MORE ABOUT DARREN
CEO of Actived // www.activED.org
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WHY BEAT
YOUR HEAD
AGAINST
THE WALL

BEN LLOYD

WORK WITH PEOPLE WHO GET “IT”
My first defining “why?” moment is actually
a “why not?” moment. It came when I was
working as a search marketing manager
role in a traditional marketing agency. It
was the early 2000’s and I was in my 4th
meeting of the day explaining the exact
same stuff in front of the exact same
people who clearly just weren’t willing
to embrace what was coming. I thought
to myself—“why am I beating my head

against the wall here?” I had doubts that
I could go it alone—but after talking with
a few trusted colleagues, I figured “why
not?”. As in “why not me?”. So—decided
right then and there that I only wanted
to work with people who “got it” or who
wanted to “get it”. I left shortly thereafter,
and formed Amplify Interactive and have
been working with clients, team members
and partners who “get it” ever since.

LEARN MORE ABOUT BEN
President of Amplify Interactive // www.amplify-interactive.com
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DOWN
TIME KEEPS
YOU FRESH
+ INSPIRED

JEFF BUNCH

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
My “why” moment happened at South
By Southwest in 2011. It is a week that
defined my career and views on the worklife balance.
I realized during that week in Austin, as I
connected with some of the most amazing
people on the planet, that you can have it
all. As I talked to industry thought leaders,
I realized we shared a philosophy.

There are many of us in the digital space
who “get it.” We love our work and strive
to do it well for our clients, but also realize
that down time keeps us fresh and inspired
to bring creative ideas to the table.

LEARN MORE ABOUT JEFF
Digital Strategist + Brand Strategist
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JUST
ADJUST
YOUR
SPELLING

SAMANTHA IODICE

WHAT I WANTED AND DID NOT WANT
My life and career path has curved, twisted,
upshifted, downshifted and started fresh.
Each turn typically started with “why am
I doing this?” The most recent and lifechanging question was in 2009 when
the opportunity arose to move overseas
to England. My question was also the
answer—why not? I did it, moved my life
expecting to be there for some time and
experienced the most eye-opening and
heart-wrenching six months of my adult
life.

what I wanted and did not want. The
journey changed everything about how I
perceive the world, my life, career, family,
friends and even public transportation.
Consequently, upon my return, people
kept telling me how brave I was to leave
all that I knew and move like I did. My
response was always the same, “Why?
It’s not like I didn’t speak the language,
I just needed to adjust my spelling a
bit.” Despite the smidge of sarcasm, the
question is quite serious—why is it brave
to live your life without regrets? Regret
When I returned to the states, feeling nothing, ask “why not?” more and laugh
somewhat displaced and beaten, I realized when something was a stupid idea. That’s
just how much I learned about myself, what experiencing life is all about.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT SAMANTHA
Manager of Digital Strategy & Email for Aspen // www.aspenms.com

HOW CAN I
INITIATE A REAL
CONVERSATION

ERIN DONLEY
HELLO, NANCY REGAN

It all began in 1st grade on school picture
day. While standing in line, I listened to
the photographer call each girl “princess”
to entice bigger smiles. When I stepped
up in my gray wool blazer, power-red
turtleneck and matching argyle socks, the
photographer said, “Well… hello, Nancy
Reagan. Let me see you smile.”

This blew open the doors of possibility.
I launched my consulting business,
Marketing Your Truth and became the
host of a TV show called Reveal What’s
Real.
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Today, I’m a business communication
specialist, training leaders to express their
true selves, which allows them to connect
This validated my suspicion that I wasn’t with more sophistication, character and
like other kids. In fact, princess fantasyland impact, in person and in writing.
was (and still is) appalling to me. I preferred
talking to adults, who also liked talking I do this work for one main reason -with me. Like a sponge, I soaked up stories the things we do not (or cannot) say,
of their unhappy marriages, frustrations at eventually get in the way. They can cost
us time, money, relationships and most of
work and arguments with friends.
all, emotional energy.
By age ten, a therapist labeled me,
“addicted to drama.” I was ashamed. For It takes a special kind of leader to ask,
the next 20 years, I tried to speak and “How can I say this better? How can I
act in safe and superficial ways to prove initiate a real conversation?”
I wasn’t a drama creator or perpetuator.
I’m grateful to help these business
Eventually, the urge to say what’s real leaders become elite communicators.
took over. After eight years as a media Additionally, it’s a joy for me to embrace
sales rep, I felt like I had “sold my soul” who I am and practice clear, intentional
to a lucrative occupation that didn’t allow communication… no matter what.
me to speak as my true self. Without a
back-up plan, I left the industry.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ERIN
President of Reveal What’s Real // www.revealwhatsreal.com

I MAY
NOT BE
THE NEXT
RICHARD
BRANSON

JOEL GUNZ

LOVE THE CROSSROADS
Although I’ve always loved the crossroads
where creativity and business strategy
meet, up until a few years ago, I had
no idea why. My involvement in a nearhermetic fundamentalist religious sect
couldn’t have been less conducive to
such a life. We were prohibited from any
demonstrations of patriotism (in school,
I was not allowed to salute the flag) and
discouraged from going to college or
getting overly involved in business. Yet,
here I was, a Jehovah’s Witness, sneaking
peeks at the Wall Street Journal as if it was
porn. No exaggeration: in that subculture,
asking “why” could be viewed as an act of
apostasy.
Finally, I escaped the religion. Later, I was
at a basketball game and for the first time
in my life, joined the crowd to stand for the
national anthem. At that moment, I realized
what had been inside me, repressed, all
along: I love my country. A tear may have
been shed. The United States may or may
not be the best nation in the world, but
it is my country, my homeland, and I love
it. Out of that came the realization that
I want to serve my country and help it
succeed as the world’s greatest engine of

commerce. That Blazer game was my why
moment.
I may not be the next Richard Branson,
but I’m a reasonably creative person with
a good head for strategy. Because of
that, I’ve helped quite a few companies
improve their competitiveness—if they
just serve the local market, this ripples out
to our nation’s global competitiveness; if
it’s a national brand, well, there you go.
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Two years ago, I co-founded an alternative
pain management clinic and from a
$10,000 investment was able to build
it into a $307,000 business in its first
calendar year. That’s a nice start, but the
real satisfaction has come from helping
patients get their lives back and return
to being engaged mothers, fathers and
grandparents. I’d like to think this has
had a positive impact on families in our
community, which is to say our region,
which is to say our country, which is to say
the world. That’s my why and I’m sticking
to it.

LEARN MORE ABOUT JOEL
Copywriter & Brand Strategist

AND IT
IS ALL
WORTH IT

RALPH BLOEMERS
STEADILY BUILD UP A BASE

Three decades ago, I was a boy living on our
family farm in Central Virginia’s Blue Ridge
Mountains. I learned from my mother, who
was forced to sell our farm, that personal
loss and sacrifice can be used to benefit
the land. My mom permanently preserved
my childhood home by selling the farm to
someone who would preserve it and her
selflessness inspired many others in the
community to do the same. Thousands of
acres around our family farm have been
preserved in perpetuity through voluntary
conservation easements and the land will
continue to sustain generations to come.
A decade later, I headed westward to
university and had the opportunity one
summer to visit the Columbia River
Gorge. There I stood on the banks of the
White Salmon River where I fished, rafted,
visited with family friends, and fell in
love with the Pacific Northwest’s natural
environment.
Another decade later, I
found myself at Oregon’s largest private
law firm representing the movers and
shakers in Oregon’s technology industry. I
met Chris Winter there, and we discovered
a common love of the land and need for a
greater challenge. We pushed each other
to forego the comforts of private practice

to represent communities and places in
need of lawyers, and we launched the
non-profit Crag Law Center. We worked
for free and steadily built up a base of
support from our local community. We
took on many challenging cases and
secured lasting protections for our rivers,
old growth forests and communities.
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Here we are ten years later, continuing to
provide legal aid for the environment. I look
back over what we have accomplished and
the communities we have supported, and
I am astounded by what we have done. It
hit home for me recently, as I stood on the
banks of the White Salmon River again with
over a thousand people celebrating the
restoration of this river. Explosives blew a
hole in the 120-foot plus high Condit dam,
and the White Salmon flowed free again.
Local citizens, dear friends, and our client
the Friends of the White Salmon cheered
and tears flowed. Without their work and
the work of countless others, this river
would not have been freed.

I realized: this is the place I fell in love with;
this is the community I call my own; this is
the work I sacrificed so much to do. And it
is all worth it.

LEARN MORE ABOUT RALPH
Co-Founder & CEO of CRAG
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